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Conference Speakers  

Nicholas HD Foster is an independent scholar and Research Associate, School of Law, SOAS 
University of London. He was educated at Cambridge (English law and Arabic) and at Aix-
Marseille III (French law). After working as a commercial solicitor in London, he was an 
academic at SOAS for 25 years (he is no longer a solicitor). His research mainly concerns 
comparative commercial law, specialising in Islamic law, the eastern Arab World and the 
Law of Islamic Finance. 
 
Ron Harris is a Professor of Legal History and immediate past Dean, School of Law, Tel-Aviv 
University. He earned a Ph.D. in history from Columbia University. Harris work is 
interdisciplinary, in the intersection of law, economics and history.  He is particularly 
interested in the interplay between legal-economic institutions and their political, economic 
and legal environment and in the transformation of such institutions across time and space. 
He is completing a book titled The Birth of the Business Corporation East and West: The 
Organization of Eurasian Trade 1400 – 1700. 
 
 Hassan S. Khalilieh (Ph.D. & J.S.D.) is a Senior Lecturer in the departments of Maritime 
Civilizations and Multidisciplinary Studies and a Senior Research Fellow in the Leon Recanati 
Institute for Maritime Studies at the University of Haifa. His publications include Islamic 
Maritime Law: An Introduction (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1998); Admiralty and Maritime Laws in the 
Mediterranean Sea (ca. 800-1050): The Kitāb Akriyat al-Sufun and the Nomos Rhodion 
Nautikos (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2006); Islamic Law of the Sea: Freedom of Navigation and 
Passage Rights in Islamic Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019). 
 
Jolien Kruit has been working as a lawyer with the Dutch law firm Van Traa since 2005. She 
is specialised in maritime law and related international private law issues. She regularly 
publishes and lectures on various maritime law subjects. After completing her master 
studies in Leiden, she went on to do a Master in Maritime Law in Southampton (2005). In 
2017, Jolien obtained her PhD at Erasmus University Rotterdam with her dissertation 
'General Average, Legal Basis and Applicable Law'. Prior to this, in 2004, she had already 
published the book ‘General average and the presence of fault’. The Legal500 Europe has 
referred to Jolien as a 'Next generation lawyer on Transport' in The Netherlands in their 
'Guide to up-and-coming lawyers in Europe, Middle East & Africa'. Furthermore, Jolien is 
recommended by Chambers Europe, Transportation (2018 Edition): 'Jolien Kruit has a 
growing reputation in the maritime sector, with strong expertise in contentious dry shipping 
matters. She is well regarded for her expertise in general average issues, an area in which 
sources say "she is a go-to lawyer". Jolien is a member of the Dutch Association for 
Transport Law (Nederlandse Vereniging voor Vervoerrecht (NVV)), member of the NVV 
General Average Committee (Averij-grossecommissie van de NVV) and a member of WISTA 
(Women’s International Shipping & Trading Association). 
 
Adrian Leonard is Associate Director of the Centre for Financial History at the University of 
Cambridge, and a communications consultant to global insurers. His publications include 
Marine insurance: origins and institutions (editor, 2016), The Caribbean and the Atlantic 
World economy (edited with David Pretel, 2015), and Questioning credible commitment: 
perspectives on the Glorious Revolution and the rise of financial capitalism (edited with Larry 
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Neal and D’Maris Coffman, 2013). He is currently writing a book about ‘addictive groceries’ 
and their role in empire. 
 
Nadia Matringe is Assistant Professor of accounting at the London School of Economics. 
During her PhD (EUI, 2013) she studied the position of Lyon in international trade through 
the archives of a major Italian bank (Salviati). Her research focuses on the history of financial 
markets and business organizations. 
 
Walter Panciera is Professor of Early Modern History at the University of Padua, where he 
teaches Early Modern History and History of the Republic of Venice. He is a member of the 
Board of the PhD consortium of the Universities of Venice, Padua and Verona. He is co-
ordinator of the Commissione didattica nazionale delle società storiche and member of the 
scientific committee of the journal Mediterranea - ricerche storiche, based in Palermo. He is 
panel member of the Italian Abilitazione scientifica nazionale per il Settore concorsuale 
11/A2-Storia Moderna ( 29/10/2018 - 28/10/2020). His most recent monograph is La 
Repubblica di Venezia nel Settecento, Rome 2014. On the conference topic has published: 
‘Navigazione, piloti, testimoniali e naufragi nell'Istria del Settecento’, Mediterranea. 
Ricerche storiche, XI, n. 30 (2014): 83-106; ‘Testimoniali veneziani di avaria marittima (1735-
1764)’, Mediterranea. Ricerche storiche, XIII, n. 38 (2016): 517-568. 
 
Daphne Penna, Ph.D. (2012), University of Groningen, is Assistant Professor in Legal History 
at the University of Groningen. She has published a comparative legal study on Byzantium 
and the Italians (2012) and is currently working on Byzantine legal commentaries of the 11th 
and 12th century and on Byzantine maritime law. Her interests lie in Roman and Byzantine 
law and especially in their influence on the European legal tradition. 
 
Simon Schaffer is Professor of History of Science at the University of Cambridge. In 2010-15 
he helped lead an AHRC project on the history of the Board of Longitude 1714-1828. In 
October 2019 he will deliver the E G R Taylor Lecture for the Hakluyt Society and the Royal 
Geographical Society on Newton and the Haven-Finding Art. 
 
Francesco Siccardi got his degree in law (hons) at the University of Genoa in 1964 with a 
dissertation on Marine Insurance. He started his practice in 1965 qualifying as Lawyer in 
1966. In 1967 he joined, as an Associate, Studio Legale Massabò, becoming partner in 1974 
when the firm was renamed Studio Legale Massabò-Siccardi. Since 1979 he is senior partner 
of the Firm which has meanwhile become Studio Legale Siccardi Bregante & C. He advises 
numerous Italian and foreign Marine Underwriters as well as Shipowners, Charterers, 
Shipyards, International Bodies, Institutions, Traders and other shipping Operators.  
He is a member of the National and International Arbitration Chamber of Milan and acts as 
an Arbitrator in shipping disputes; he is a frequent speaker at shipping law conferences, 
seminars and masters, in Italy and abroad, and he is author of several articles on shipping 
law in the main specialized law journals as well as co-author of the book International Cargo 
Insurance, London – New York, 2012. He is Titulary Member of the Comité Maritime 
International (CMI) and Vice President of the Italian Maritime Law Association (AIDM). 
 
Jonathan S. Spencer is an average adjuster and the principal of The Spencer Company, a 
marine claims consultancy in New York, USA.  He holds an M.A. in Modern Languages 
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(Spanish and French) from Oxford University, England.  He has lived in New York since 1978 
and was employed by an international average adjusting company then by a marine insurer 
before starting his own business in 1998.   

He is a Full Member of the Association of Average Adjusters of the United States and 
Canada, a past chair of its Board of Directors and a member of its committees on Education 
and on Rules of Practice; a Member, and immediate past President, of the Association 
Mondiale de Dispacheurs (International Association of Average Adjusters), also serving on 
that body’s Management Commission; an Adjunct Member and past director of the 
Maritime Law Association of the United States and a past chair of its standing committee on 
Marine Insurance and General Average; a member of the standing committees on General 
Average and on Marine Insurance of the Comité Maritime International; a member of the 
Technical Committee of the Asociación Latinoamericana de Suscriptores Marítimos 
(ALSUM); and an adjunct member of the Admiralty Committee of the City Bar Association of 
New York. He was a member of the US delegation at the CMI Sydney conference where the 
1994 York Antwerp Rules for the Adjustment of General Average were adopted; an observer 
on behalf of the Association of Average Adjusters of the United States at the CMI Vancouver 
conference adopting the 2004 York Antwerp Rules and US representative on the CMI 
International Working Group preparing for the adoption at the CMI conference in New York 
of the 2016 York Antwerp Rules. In the course of his daily business, Jonathan specializes in 
the insurance aspects of marine casualty management, resolves property and liability claims 
on all classes of vessels, cargoes and offshore oil installations and acts as an expert witness 
in matters related to general average and marine insurance claim settling practice. 
 
Andrea Zanini is Associate Professor of Economic History at the University of Genoa, where 
he is teaching Economic History and Economic History of Tourism. His current research 
interests include the structure and the evolution of the Liguria economy during early 
modern and contemporary period; early modern organization and management of 
commercial and financial activities. 
 

Team members: 
 

Andrea Addobbati: is Associate Professor (Reader) in Early Modern History at the Università 
di Pisa. Ha has worked extensively on the Insurance Market in Livorno in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, and published the monograph Commercio, rischio, guerra. Il mercato 
delle assicurazioni marittime di Livorno (1694-1795) (Roma, Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 
2007). He cultivates an interest in both the history of Italian society and cultural history. He 
is a member of the Advisory Board for the programme for Doctoral Studies in History and 
has been repeatedly Primary Advisor and Committee member of the same programme. 
 
Giovanni Ceccarelli is Full professor of Economic history at the Università di Parma, 
Chercheur associé at the Université Montaigne Bordeaux, and Senior Visiting Fellow at the 
University of Exeter. He was granted official affiliations from prestigious academic 
institutions like Princeton University and the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales to 
carry out scientific research. His research interests include: risk-management contracts in 
early modern commerce and finance; late medieval economic thought; food and retail 
history.  On these topics he has co-edited a collection of essays and authored two books: Il 
gioco e il peccato and Un mercato del rischio. 
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Dave De ruysscher (MA, LLM, PhD) is legal historian and lawyer. He researches in themes 
regarding the history of commercial and private law until the present day. In 2016, he was 
awarded an ERC Starting Grant, on the theme of collateral rights and insolvency (early 
modern period-19th century). He is member of the Young Academy of Belgium and 
associate professor at Tilburg University and at the Vrije Universiteit Brussels. 
  
Gijs Dreijer is a second-year doctoral student (PhD) at the University of Exeter (College of 
Humanities) and the Free University of Brussels (VUB, Faculty of Law and Criminology), 
where he is writing a thesis on the development of General Average (GA) in fifteenth- and 
sixteenth-century Bruges and Antwerp. He received both his BA and MA from Leiden 
University (The Netherlands), where he wrote his MA thesis on the Ostend Company. He is 
especially interested in the interplay between economic- and legal-historical approaches to 
early modern European history. 
 
Jake Dyble is a doctoral student based jointly at the University of Exeter and the Università 
di Pisa researching average procedure in seventeenth-century Tuscany.  Before beginning 
work on the AveTransRisk project, Jake studied at the University of Cambridge where he 
graduated with first-class honours and was awarded the Trevelyan prize. He then completed 
an MPhil in medieval history, resulting in publication in the collection Richard Löwenherz: 
König, Ritter, Gefangener. 
 
Maria Fusaro is Professor in Early Modern Social and Economy History at the University of 
Exeter where she directs the Centre for Maritime Historical Studies. She has been awarded 
two European Research Council major grants: LUPE – Sailing into Modernity: Comparative 
Perspectives on the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century European Economic Transition (2012-
2014); and AveTransRisk – Average – Transaction Costs and Risk Management during the 
First Globalization (Sixteenth-Eighteenth Centuries) (2017-2022).  
 
Marta García Garralón works at Centro Asociado Madrid UNED. She is currently a 
Postdoctoral Research Associate for AveTransRisk project. Her research is focused in Early 
Maritime History, pursuing several topics, as institutions linked to the sea, nautical 
education, seafarers’ association and, currently, the maintenance and development of 
eighteenth century ports across the Spanish Empire through the employment of the 
harbour-masters. 
 
Sabine Go is Assistant Professor of Accounting at the School of Business and Economics of 
VU Amsterdam. Her research focuses on the emergence and development of economic 
institutions during early modern and modern times, particularly contract enforcement and 
governance issues. In 2018, she was a member at the Institute for Advanced Study in 
Princeton NJ, where she worked on the analysis of the Amsterdam Chamber of Insurance 
and Average. She is PI of an international project funded by the Dutch government “Risky 
Business. Pricing, governance, and integration in European insurance markets, c. 1400- c. 
1870”. 
 
Antonio Iodice is a second-year PhD student currently enrolled at the University of Exeter in 
a co-tutorship with the University of Genoa. Antonio is studying GA in Genoa during the 
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Early Modern period. He obtained his Master’s degree at the University of Roma La Sapienza 
with a double degree with the University Pierre-Mendes France of Grenoble; and his first 
PhD at the University of Naples Federico II in a co-tutorship with the University of Aix-
Marseille. He is interested in maritime history, economic history and Mediterranean history. 
 
Luisa Piccinno is Associate Professor in Economic History at the University of Genoa, 
Department of Economics, where she is currently teaching Economic History and Business 
History. Her major area of expertise is the economic history of the Republic of Genoa in 
Early Modern Age. Her research interests are focused mostly on the maritime history of the 
Mediterranean (private investments, sea trade, routes, risks) and on the role of the port of 
Genoa. 
 
Ana Maria Rivera Medina is Professor of Medieval History in the National Distance 
Education University - UNED (Spain). She holds two PhDs in Medieval History and American 
History. She is a member of Spanish and European research networks and groups, among 
others: “La Gobernanza de los puertos atlánticos, siglos XIV-XXI”, “Gis d'Histoire Maritime & 
Sciences de la Mer”, “Castilla y el mar en la Baja Edad Media” and CITCEM – Centro de 
Investigação Transdisciplinar “Cultura, Espaço e Memória”, and is Senior Visiting Fellow in 
the Average-Transaction Costs and Risk Management during the First Globalization Project. 
Additionally, she is a specialist in ICTs, online training, digital humanities and e-learning 
techniques. 
 
Guido Rossi is Lecturer in European Legal History at the University of Edinburgh. His 
research focuses mostly on late medieval and early modern law, as well as on the history of 
commercial law. His recent publications include Insurance in Elizabethan England: the 
London Code (Cambridge, 2016) and Representation and Ostensible Authority in Medieval 
Learned Law (Klostermann, 2019). 
 
Lewis Wade is a second-year PhD student at the University of Exeter, working as part of the 
ERC-funded AveTransRisk project. His research focuses on insurance, commerce and 
maritime law in seventeenth-century France through the study of Louis XIV’s royal insurance 
institutions. Lewis previously received his BA from the University of Cambridge. 
 

 


